In some cases people are interested in certain kinds of networks and want them to be of small size. Usually these kinds of networks are defined by certain requirements on the connectivity between their inputs and outputs. One trick that sometimes yields the desired networks is counting argument. One considers a certain family of graphs of size n and counts how many of these graphs do not satisfy the requirements (the bad ones). In case the number of bad ones is smaller than the number of graphs in the family, the existence of a good graph (the desired network) is established. In fact, in many of the cases one shows that most of the graphs in the family are good. (The fraction of bad graphs tends to zero as n grows.) The weakness of this approach is that it is nonconstructive: although one knows that many of these graphs are good, he cannot construct one such graph.
established by counting argument. However, the construction of explicit linear concentrators and superconcentrators remained open.
Margulis [5] made a major step forward. He found a way to construct explicit linear expanders defined below. An (n, 19 , k, a, c) bounded strong concentrator is a bipartite graph with n inputs, Bn outputs and at most kn edges, such that if X is a set of inputs with )X1< an, then Ir,l> c 1x1, where r, is the set of outputs connected to X We omit the word strong and the parameter c whenever c = 1. An (n, k, d) expander is a bipartite graph with it inputs, n outputs and at most kn edges, such that for every subset X of inputs, IT,/ 2 [I + d(1 -/Xl/n)] (XI. Margulis described a family of explicit bipartite graphs {G,} for n = m', m = 1,2,..., and proved: THEOREM 1. There exists a constant d > 0 such that for n = m2 and m = 1, 2 ,..., G, is an (n, 5, d) expander.
Actually Margulis' theorem states that G, is an (n, 1,5, a, 1 + d( 1 -a)) bounded strong concentrator for every 0 < a < 1. But the two statements are equivalent. Margulis' proof applied first a series of reductions and finally it used several deep theorems from the theory of group representations. Moreover, the constant d is not known. Possibly, one can compute it by tracing all the E'S in the proofs. But Margulis states explicitly that he does not know the constant. Angluin [2] has recently pointed out that Margulis' technique may yield (n, 3, d') expanders. But d' is not known as well.
We construct a family of explicit graphs (G,) for n = m', m = 1,2,..., and our main result is the following theorem. THEOREM The graphs G, are similar to G,. But unlike Margulis' proof our proof (following several reductions) uses relatively elementary analysis and can be considered as selfcontained. We give the proof of Theorem 2 in Section 2.
In Section 3 we explain how from a given family of linear expanders one can construct a family of certain linear bounded concentrators and how one can use the latter to construct a family of linear superconcentrators. The constructions depend on the value of d. That is why Margulis' result did not suffice. Using the graphs G, of Theorem 2 we get a family of linear superconcentrators of density 504.
Section 4 is devoted to improving the size of the superconcentrators constructed in Section 3. We observe that it is important to have d as large as possible. Making some changes in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2, we derive a new family of graphs (Gh} for n = m2, m = 1, 2 ,..., and a proof for the following theorem. THEOREM 2'. For n = m', m = 1, 2 ,..., GA is an (n, I, db) expander, where dh = 2d,.
Applying the two constructions we derive a family of linear superconcentrators of density 273. In Appendix 1 we sketch a way how to reduce the density to approximately 271.8. Finally, Section 5 includes a list of some open problems.
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let n = m* and let A,,, be (0, l,..., m -1) x (0, l,..., m -1). The bipartite graphs G, are obtained from 5 permutations on A,,,. ( where the + is module m.
The theorem follows from Lemma 1 proven below. LEMMA 1. For every XEA,,,, ~~=, /0,(X)-X( >4&, IXIIrl/n.
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 1, for every X z A,, there is an i such that /~i(X)-X/~.d,IX(IXC(/n=d,IXI(l -]X(/n). But T,3XUa,(X) and T,u-XZ ai -x. I
We define A to be the (0, 1) x 10, 1) torus, and two automorphisms ri: A + A, i= 1,2: r,(x, y) = (x, x + y), r2(x, y) = (x + y, y), where the + is modulo 1. Lemma 1 (the discrete version) follows from Lemma 2 (the continuous version) proven below. Similarly for r2 and cr3, u4. Hence (oi is a permutation). Applying Lemma 2 to X', substituting (2) and (1) ' We will use the abbreviation J, v/ for J, y(x) C+(X).
A lemma similar to Lemma 4 (with different transformations and with a much smaller constant) was independently proven in [8] ,u(X -r;'(X)). (Again we used the fact that rf ' is measure preserving.) Hence 1 (t;?(Q)) -$1' = 2,u(X-r;'(X)). 
Consider Lemma 5 with CZ,,,~ = a,,,,()). By the Parseval equality u Id]' = C,,, Iu~,~[~) and by the definition of a,,,, (3)' and (4)" follow from (3) and (4) respectively. Consequently, the conclusion of Lemma 5 holds and substituting into it (6) and (7) This proof of Lemma 5 is different from the one we gave in the original version of our paper [4] . The present method enables us to show (in Appendix 2) that (i) the constant 8d, = 4 -fi is best possible, and (ii) if am,n are not all zero, then the inequality is strict.
CONSTRUCTION OF LINEAR SUPERCONCENTRATORS
The construction includes two parts. In the first we construct a certain kind of bounded concentrators: Let p > 1 be a fixed integer, and let n > 0 be any natural number such that np/(p + 1) is an even square. We construct a bipartite graph with n inputs and np/(p + 1) outputs. The inputs are partitioned into two disjoints parts, the big one of size np/(p + 1) and the small one of size 1~ n/(p + 1). The big part and the outputs are connected by an (np/(p + l), k, 2/(p -1)) expander. (Since np/(p + 1) is a square, for k = 5 and p = 3 1 such an expander was constructed in the previous section because d, >, l/15.) Every output is connected to exactly one input in the small part: For every j = O,..., p -1, outputs number jl+ l,..., (j + I)1 are connected to inputs number I,..., 1 in the small part. Proof: Let n' be the smallest integer larger than n such that n'p/(p + 1) is an even square. Obviously n' -n = O(nV2). By Lemma 7, we can construct an (n', p/(p t I), k', f) bounded cocentrator. The desired concentrator is obtained by deleting n' -n inputs (and their incident edges) from the small part. The ratio between the numbers of outputs and inputs is p/(p t 1) t E,, where O<&*=O v ( ) = O(n-"2). I Using counting argument, Pippenger proved the existence of an (n, 5, 6, f) bounded concentrator for n large enough. He then used the latter in a recursive construction to Proof. The construction is essentially the recursive construction of 171. Figure 1 describes how to construct an S.C. with n inputs and n outputs from an S.C. with 8, . n inputs and outputs. The correctness of the construction is the same as in [7] . Let C(n) be the number of edges of this S.C. Then C(n) = (2k + 1)n + C(e, . n), and C(n) < c for n < n,. By induction C(n) < ((2k + l)/(l -19) + 6&z, where 6, =0(l). I From Lemma 7 and 8 we derive the following theorem. THEOREM 3. Assuming we can construct for every n = m2 an (n, k, 2/(p -1)) expander, then we can construct a family of linear superconcentrators of density (2k+3)p+ 1.
By the results of the previous section the assumption of the theorem is satisfied by taking k = 5, p = 3 1. Therefore we have a family of linear superconcentrators of density 504.
IMPROVING THE DENSITY
It follows from Theorem 3 that if expanders with larger d are used, then the superconcentrators will have fewer edges. (p is chosen to be the smallest positive integer with d > 2/4p -1 )e) C onsiting the proof of Theorem 2 we see that we lost a factor of 2 going from Lemma 3 to Lemma 2. We now sketch a way to save this loss. and similarly for t2, a&, al, and a: .) Similarly, Theorem 2' stated in the introduction follows from Lemma 1' in the same way Theorem 2 followed from Lemma 1.
Using the expanders of Theorem 2' in Theorem 3 we get a family of linear s.c.'s of density 273 (k = 7, p = 16). In Appendix 1 we sketch a way to reduce the density to approximately 271.8. As we noted above, Angluin [2] has derived (n, 3, d') expanders. Using Theorem 2', the best d' we could get is di/5 and consequently we do not derive smaller superconcentrators. 5 . OPEN PROBLEMS 1. Is there an elementary proof of Theorem 1 or 2 or a similar theorem (something like a clever induction)? 2. Given k, what is the largest d such that (n, k, d) expanders exist or such that we can explicitly construct them?
3. Is there a direct explicit construction for linear superconcentrators? 4. What is the smallest superconcentrator (constructive, and nonconstructive)? 5. IS there a direct construction of explicit linear (unbounded) concentrators, i.e., not using linear superconcentrators? (An obvious way to construct a concentrator is to prune enough edges from a larger superconcentrator.) 6. Is log n the best depth of a family of linear superconcentrators? 7. What is the size-depth tradeoff for superconcentrators? 8. Is there a linear routing algorithm for our s.c.'s? (i.e., an algrithm that finds the vertex disjoint paths connecting two given subsets of inputs and outputs.) For the routing we need to solve a matching problem, for which no linear time algorithm is known. But in our case, only special graphs arise for which it may be possible to find a better algorithm.
9. Can our techniques be used for other explicit constructions in other cases where the asymptotically best object (network or code) is nonconstructive?
Regarding Problem 4 above, F. R. K. Chung has recently improved the density of Pippenger's nonconstructive s.c.'s to 38.5 [3] and of our constructive s.c.'s to 263 (by improving the construction of Section 3), and, by using the ideas of Appendix 1, the density was further reduced to approximately 261.5.
Regarding Problem 9 above, N. Pippenger has told us that the expanders of Theorem 2' can be used to give an explicit construction of O(n log n) nonblocking networks. (The existence of nonconstructive O(n log n) nonblocking networks is not new.) This bound matches the known lower bound.
APPENDIX 1: SUPERCONCENTRATORS,THERMODYNAMICS AND SELF-REPRODUCING SYSTEMS
We sketch a way to slightly improve the s.c.'s of Section 3. Although the improvement is small, we include it because of the following reason. The construction of Section 3 does not make full use of db (=2&J. We chose p = 16 since this is the smallest integer such that db > 2/(p -1). The construction requiredp to be integer. If p could be any real number, then we could choose p such that &, = 2/(p -1) and would get density 271.7794... ((2k + 3)p t 1). N. Pippenger asked whether one can modify the construction and achive this density, thus making full use of db. We will sketch below a partial answer to this question. In this case we get density 271.7819... . The reason that even a full use of db would not improve the density by much is that db is very close to 2/15 (0.139... versus 0.1333...). One possible way to improve the density is by improving Theorem 2', i.e., by constructing (k, d, n) expanders with better k and d. Possibly, we would not be able to get so close to the better d with 2/(p -1) for an integer p. In that case the improvement suggested here might be much more useful.
We show how to construct from the expanders of Theorem 2' an (n, 8, k; 5) bounded concentrator, where e = P'AP + I), E= (k + I)p'/@' + 1) and 15 < p' < 16. By Theorem 3, we obtain a family of s.c.'s with density (2k + 3)~' + 1 < 273 (k = 7, p' < 16). As in Section 3, the inputs will be divided into a big part of size np'/(p' + 1) and small part of size n/(p' + 1) and the connection will be done similarly. The only difference is that since p' is not integral, only part of the inputs in the small part will be connected to 16 different outputs. The rest will be connected to only 15.
Consider any set of inputs X with x = ]x]/n < f. Let x=x0 +x,, where x,, = ]Xn S]/n (S is the big part). So 0 Q x,, < 0 and 0 <x, < 1 -8. ]rx,,]/n > x,[l +2d,(l -x0/B)]= g,,,,(x,). Also ~&Jn=sup{15xl, 16x,-(16-178)jz f(xi). The first term in the supremum is due to the fact that all inputs in the small part are connected to 15 outputs. The second term is due to the fact that the number of inputs that are not connected to 16 outputs is (16 -170)n (16( 1 -8)n -en). So in order that this network will be an (n, 8, k, 4) bounded concentrator, we need the following: 
Iff(x,) > x then (1) holds. Otherwise f(x,) < x, xi < f -i(x) and x0 > x -f -'(x). By choosing B such that (2) we will have (1). We look for do, the minimal 0 that satisfies (2) . It turns out that 8, = 0.9403275, p' = 15.92834 and the density of the S.C. is 271.7819.
By showing that 273 is not the best density, we disprove a possible connection (suggested by Nick Pippneger) between s.c.'s, thermodynamics (-273OC is the absolute zero) and reproduction (273 is the average number of days in pregnancy). Proof of (ii). By arguing as in the reduction to Claim 3, it suffices to show that if 0 # f E Z,(S,), then the inequality of Cl+m 3 is strict. If 35 E I', with f (4) # 0 then using CoEr A(& u(t)) = 2 + Z/\/3 < 2 \/3 we see that the final inequality in the proof of Claim 3 is strict. If f Iv0 = 0 but f # 0 then since every vertex of G can be reached by a directed path from a vertex in V,, we see that there exists a pair (x, wi(x)) (i = 1 or 2) such that exactly one of f(x), f(wi(x)) is 0. Then the inequality <dA<x? wi(x)f (x) -f (wi(x))/\/)(x, wi(x)))2 2 OT which contributes to the first inequality in the proof of Claim 3, is strict. I ACKNOWLEDGMENTS Originally we proved Lemma 5 with d, = l/16, and later noted that it could be slightly improved. The fact that C& could be improved was observed independently also by Nick Pippenger and Andy Odlyzko.
Originally, the construction of the s.c.'s depended quadratically on p (or l/d) and N. Pippenger conjec-tured that the dependence should be linear. Subsequently the authors verified his conjecture. He also asked whether it might be possible to use fully d;l. (Note that db > 2/15.) Appendix 1 gives a partial answer to his question. We also thank the referee who suggested how to organize better the proof of Lemma 5.
